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CHARTing our Course





● Digitize historic images of Brooklyn and make them 
more accessible to a broad and diverse audience.
● Preserve Brooklyn’s rich history while connecting to 
the present through the use of social networking 
tools.
● Train Pratt SILS students as Digital Managers in a 
cultural heritage institution.
OUTCOMES:
● Historic visual collections of Brooklyn were made more 
available to a wider audience, using a platform that 
really highlights and unites the collections. 
● Connected to the community using social networking 
tools.
● Pratt SILS students a part of the project come out with 
better confidence and skills as Digital Managers.






Connecting to the community... 
Goals for BVH
1. Create buzz around the website
2. Build a following
3. Learn more about who uses the website and how they use it
4. Engage users, the Brooklyn community, and the archives community
Measure Progress
Google Analytics, Facebook Page Statistics
# of likes, retweets, favorites, shares, re-blogs, mentions, pins, links
# of friends, followers, subscribers (returning/new; geographic location, etc.)
A BVH Social Media Campaign
TWITTER AND FACEBOOK
Highlight POV of the interns, images from the collection with high visibility, connect with communities
Planned content: Image of the Week (by each intern)
Spontaneous content: photos taken at conferences, chart meetings, behind the scenes, our workflow, 
equipment, issues/challenges,  comments on what we're learning, events in the brooklyn community - 
relationships between the collections and current goings-on
BLOG
Planned content: Remember Whens - pull an image or two around a Brooklyn traditions and ask users for 
their memories; in-depth features on collections/themes/current events - create informative and narrative 
content to frame specific collections and themes on blog; Today on This Day
In the future...
HISTORYPIN





Post often and with deliberation (at least once a week)
Dedicate one channel to one specific goal
Use as many relevant mentions and hashtags as possible
Keep it short
Keep a consistent tone across the board
DON'T
Share confidential information




Top 10 Referrals 
THE STUDENTS! 
STUDENT GOALS:
● Students complete a year-long internship at 
one of the institutions
● Develop and learn digitization skills for a 
variety of visual formats, including 
cataloging.
● Learn digital asset management 
● Professional development
● Researched collections more in depth and 
helped promote using social media
STUDENT OUTCOMES:  
● Students developed good digitization skills, 
while working at their institution and as a 
group with Brooklyn Visual heritage
● Students understand digital project workflow 
and digital asset management 
● Students supplemented their education with 
professional development by attending 
conferences and workshops. 
● Final result is more confidence in the field 
and more marketable skills!  
PROJECT FUTURE AND SUSTAINABILITY:
● BPL has brought the site into it's strategic 
plan and the Web services department will 
be maintaining the technical back end of the 
site.
● Pratt will most likely continue this internship 
program after the grant is complete, and 
continue to teach students at these 
institutions.
HAPPY ENDING!
